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Principal's Desk

Dear students, 
Greetings from Jindal Vidya Mandir

"Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done 
without hope and confidence".          -Helen Keller

I am glad to share my views on "Communique" newsletter of January 2022. 
It is really real reflection of the children.   Their interest in reading books like 
science fictions, novels, story books and travelogues is worth mentioning 
here. Children participated in CBSE Reading Challenge 3.0 and have been 
honoured by certificates by the board that has brought new light in 
academics. Another activity on reading is CBSE 100 days reading campaign 
that has illuminated the creative thinking of the children. The month 
January,2022 was packed with a number of celebrations which have helped 
the students to showcase their talents. On other side of the coin we have  
tests which shows your progress in academics. You can still excel at your  
examination. All you need to do is keep on trying with confidence and 
dedication. At the same time, I would also like to urge every student to not 
only study hard during the exam period, but also to look after yourself. My 
advice to you is plan your time carefully and take enough rest so that you 
can concentrate well while you are studying and writing your exams. I truly 
understand that exams bring their own stress, so if you feel stressed or 
anxious, a good plan helps to overcome that weakness. I would like to 
advise you that believe in yourself my dear students and give in your best 
efforts and you will certainly succeed. 
Best wishes for forthcoming exams.

Mrs Ishwari K Sharma
Principal
Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar



"Little girls with dreams become women with vision.“

It is a matter of great joy and pride to bring back to you 

this issue of "Communique" which is now filled with more s

plendour and glory.

Through this edition, we wish to take you through the mind 

igniting concern of "Empowering girls for brighter tomorrow".  

Girls’ voices spark creativity, resilience, and leadership in every human being 

of the society.

Every girl has the right to product  and illuminate her future and her fate, 

and we have the collective responsibility to protect her rights and wellbeing. 

We believe that promoting a females’ sense of self-worth, her ability to 

determine her own choices, and the right to influence social change can help a 

nation prosper in all round development.

Empowered girls mean healthier families, better communities and stronger 

economies.

We hope that the readers enjoy reading and watching the activities portrayed 

in this edition and also remember to work for the empowerment of girls to 

make India brighter and stronger.

Educate and empower: because when you educate a girl, you educate a 

nation. In addition to this , the present communique is filled with the 

information on activities conducted during the month of January 2022, like  

CBSE 100 days reading campaign, CBSE Reading Challenge 3.0, Republic 

Day Celebration, Festivals , celebration of poet laureates and many more .   

Hoping a better and brighter tomorrow...

Happy reading!

Pragna Y, XI-B



Vaccination for 
students

Prevention is better than cure. The District Health
Officer in association with Jindal Sanjeevani
Hospital organized the COVID-19 vaccination drive
phase 1 and 2 successfully on 4th and 17th of this
month. It was conducted for school children of

15 -18 years age at Nightingale Block.

One parent accompanied the ward during
vaccination. The wellbeing of the vaccinated
students were monitored. Most of the eligible
students were vaccinated.



Vision screening and correction
The JSW foundation in

coordination with JVM,

TAMANNA,JAV started

free of cost VISION

SCREENING and

CORRECTION program

for students (class 1 to

12) and staff for all

campuses from 3rd

January 2022 onwards.

The campaign has been planned for the next two months to

accommodate the students and staff of JAV, JVM and TAMANNA

schools.



The screening includes preliminary chart
reading under supervision and eye checkup by
the ophthalmologist. The eye-health status is
recorded on a prescription letter and given to
the students.

The doctor referred the children for a free of
cost consultation at Jindal Sanjeevani
Hospital, based on the checkup.



CBSE 100 DAYS READING CAMPAIGN

"Today a reader,  tomorrow a leader" 
-Margaret Fuller

.                             

CBSE has launched 100 days reading campaign

from January 1, 2022 for grades UKG to VIII.

Reading is important because it develops ones

mind and gives excessive knowledge and lessons

of life. It helps everyone to understand the world

around better. It keeps ones mind active and

enhances creative ability. One gets an amazing

amount of knowledge and information from

books.So according to the advice of CBSE a plan

is made and it is being followed in all three

campuses of Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar

Happy Reading !



CBSE READING CHALLENGE 3.0

Reading not only helps in acquiring knowledge, but also helps 

in improving one`s language. It  helps the reader in getting any 

language and vocabulary to a very good level .With each new 

level of reading, one could upgrade oneself and hence, today 

everyone stands confidently at any place. Not only language 

but spellings, grammar, punctuation and all that English 

language has, one could master through reading.

Reading has given  immense awareness of so many things 

around us. Be it political, medical, general knowledge or 

anything for that matter, One is well aware of almost all 

things and this was possible only through  reading habits. So 

reading makes reader think and helps to increase reasoning 

ability. Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar registered the names 

of children of  grade IX and X for the "Reading Challenge 3.0. 

CBSE is pleased with the active participation of JVM, 

Vidyanagar and children have been honoured with 

participation certificate from CBSE BOARD.



Theme for the Month: January

“Empowering girls for brighter 

tomorrow”



Rejoicing the glory 

of India

26th January 1950, is a significant date that
marked the beginning of a new journey for
independent India. The country became a republic,
democratic, sovereign on this day, and the
constitution came into existence after 2 years and
11 months of hard work.

The main attraction of this Republic day in our
school was the display of our defense prowess with
the latest trick to protect oneself in any critical
situation. Chief guest Shri P K Murugan, President
of JSW Steels, Vijayanagar Works, was the chief
guest of this year. Ceremonial Parade and
Demonstration by JSW Security team, along with
Fire & Safety Members enchanted the audience.





The Chief Guest addressed the gathering and felicitated the

awardees. Students performed group song (Vijay Vishwa

Tiranga) and group dance (Vatan Ke Diwane and

Togetherness). Cricket Match was arranged at Vidyanagar

Cricket Ground at 10:30 am.

The Republic day brought colourful patriotic vibes in the

young minds. We wish everyone “A Happy Republic Day” .



Chief Guest Mr. Amit Agarwal, Sr VP Accounts and 

Finance, JSW Steels with staff and students 



Picture Gallery



Republic day special assembly was held online for every class in which
students participated with utmost enthusiasm.

The virtual celebration began at 8:00am on 25th January 2022.
Students presented various activities. Starting with a prayer,
followed the Thought for the day, National Pledge and Principal
madam’s talk about the significance of the day. Students were made
aware of gallantry award winners through short videos.

Students of grades 1 and 2 recited patriotic poems and students of
grades 3 to 5 presented article on the topic- Victories by our armed
forces to commemorate the event under the purview "Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav".

Few students dressed up as freedom fighters while others wore
traditional attire showcasing the tricolour.

Virtual Celebration of Republic Day 





• Students actively participated in sharing various details
about our country's freedom struggle. They felt happy to
enhance their knowledge about our history.

• Students reflected upon the session with joy and wished
each other a very Happy Republic Day.

• The colourful celebrations sparked in us the feeling of
patriotism towards India and reminded us to re-pledge
our commitment of unity in diversity, fraternity and
equality.

• Let’s promise to enrich and preserve our heritage, our
treasure, and legacy. Jai hind!











Exhibiting  colours
-on our Republic day

Sare jahan se achha, Hindustan hamara - Mohammed Iqbal

India is a vast country of rich heritage and varied cultures. While
celebrating the republic day, interesting activities were planned to
help children realise the glory of it. Students of grade 5 to 8 were
given wonderful opportunity to exhibit their talents in making rangoli
on the topic India@75. Little children of grade 1 to 4 expressed
themselves by dressing up in their home state attire and preparing
traditional delicacies. It emphasized in every minds the golden
heritage of our country, feel proud of it and to be a part of it.

Celebrating 

Republic Day…

• https://youtu

.be/gvCfJ-

G7Sio

• https://youtu

.be/DycLsU

QY9js

https://youtu.be/gvCfJ-G7Sio
https://youtu.be/DycLsUQY9js


Children participated in fancy dress to show

tribute to our freedom fighter on occasion of

Republic Day. They also united online to tap

their feet on the patriotic song

“nanna munna rahi hun…”











National girl child day

To celebrate the prestigious national girl child day, on the
24th of January 2022 in JVM, an assembly was presented
by the students of class 9th C and D, supervised by their
respective class teachers, Mr. Mallikarjuna, Mr.
Pushpendra as well as Mrs. Pratibha Kharche.

Anchoring was done by Nidhi Praveen Kotian of class 9/C
who briefed about the national girl child day, the reason
and the importance. The prayer and thought was
wonderfully presented by Srusti A. R of 9/C. The News
and updates for the day was presented by Bhuvitha and
Rohan of 9/D. Then, an inspiring article about the girl
child was presented by Sanjana. M and Sankethi of 9/C.
As the spectacular assembly reached its conclusion, Nidhi
thanked everyone who participated and the national
anthem was sung and the assembly ended with the chants
of Bharat Mata Ki Jai.

“ I measure the progress of a community by the

degree of progress which women have achieved.”

- Dr. B. R. Ambedkar



Celebrating the 

girl children



Parakrama Diwas
“Give me blood and I’ll give you freedom” – Netaji
Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose was a great militant,

freedom fighter and a patriot. He was born in Cuttack,

Orissa on 23rd January 1897 to Janakinath Bose (lawyer)

and Prabhavati Devi. Subhash Chandra was a brilliant

student who had scored the second position in the

matriculation exam. Reading about Swami Vivekananda

and Ramakrishna influenced him a lot.

Click on the below YouTube link to view the Special Assembly:

https://youtu.be/sp8w5c2hivM

Participants 

1. Anchoring - Sristi Agarwal

2. Prayer song - Chandana R

3. Thought - Tanixa

4. News - Unnati K Hulke, 

Atchaya, Arpita Tathod

5. Article - Nabeel Arshad

6. Poetry - Sai Akshara .

https://youtu.be/sp8w5c2hivM


Bose’s selfless contribution to India’s

Independence Movement and organizing

and leading the Indian National Army

(Azad Hind Army) is indispensable. To serve

the country, he joined the Indian National

Congress and participated in the Non-

cooperation Movement, started by Gandhiji.

His struggle for Independence was

highlighted during the Civil Disobedience

Movement for which he was even arrested.

Subash Chandra Bose was an unforgettable

national hero who fought for the country‘s

freedom. Honoring this great hero, we

celebrated Parakrama Diwas in the form of

online special assembly. It created great

awareness among all the viewers.



KG Celebration and Activities
Activities on Concepts

















Grand parents Day Celebration
Greeting card activity was done by KG kids while 

celebrating Grand parent's  Day. Children made beautiful 

cards for their grandparents. Grandparents enjoyed games 

and  dance  with their grandchildren.

Click on the below YouTube link to witness the enjoyment:

• https://youtu.be/aIOFgbSp_wI

• https://youtu.be/PjuyZ4be-iI

https://youtu.be/aIOFgbSp_wI
https://youtu.be/PjuyZ4be-iI










Martyrs' Day

30th January was observed as

Martyrs‘ Day annually to mark the death

anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. It is

observed on two days namely on 30 January

and 23 March to pay homage to the freedom

fighters who sacrificed their lives for the

sake of their Motherland. We JVMites

remembered the sacrifice of martyrs and

observed two minutes silence at 11:00 am on

30 January, 2022 to respect their service.

Speech and videos on martyrs by children

made everyone speechless.
Click on the below YouTube link to view the video

about the event.

https://youtu.be/OeLPusD-BIY

https://youtu.be/OeLPusD-BIY


Virtual Assembly
Tribute to     

Gnanapeeta Awardee 

Shree D R Bendre

Da Rā Bēndre, is considered as one

of the greatest poets in the history 

of Kannada_literature. He was a pioneering 

poet of Kannada's Navōdaya movement and a 

leading figure in the linguistic renaissance of 

Kannada in the region of North_Karnataka. 

Bendre was awarded the Jnanapitha (1973), 

India's highest literary award, the Padma 

Shri in 1968 and made a fellow of the Sahitya 

Akademi in 1969. Honouring him on his 

birthday (31st of January), a special assembly 

was conducted in online mode.



ದ.ರಾ .ಬೇಂದೆ್ರಯವರಜನ್ಮ ದಿನೋತ್ಸ ವಆಚರಣೆ

ಜನ್ವರಿ 31 2022 ರಂದುದರಾಬೇಂದೆ್ರಯವರ

ಜನ್ಮ ದಿನೋತ್ಸ ವವನ್ನು ಅೇಂತ್ರ್ಜಾಲದಮೂಲಕಆಚರಿಸಲಾಯಿತು. 

ವರಕವಿರ್ಜಾ ನ್ಪೋಠಪುರಸಕ ೃತ್ಹಾಗೂಸಾಹಿತ್ಯ ಕಲೆಗಾರದರಾ

ಬೇಂದೆ್ರಯವರಜನ್ಮ ದಿನೋತ್ಸ ವ ಆಚರಣೆಯಲಿ್ಲ ಹಿರಿಯ

ಸಾಹಿತಿಕಾರರಾದ ಶೆ್ೋಮಾನ್ಅಬ್ದು ಲ್ ಹೈತೋರಣಗಲಿ್ಲ ರವರು

ಮುಖ್ಯ ಅತಿಥಿಯಾಗಿಬಂದಿರುವುದುನ್ಮ್ಮ ಸೌಭಾಗಯ .

ಈಕಾಯಾಕೆಮ್ದಲಿ್ಲ ಚಂದನ್ ಪೆ್ರರ್ಾನೆ ಗಿೋತೆಯೇಂದಿಗೆ

ಪೆ್ರರಂಭಿಸಲಾಯಿತು. ದರಾಬೇಂದೆ್ರಯವರಚಿತೆ್ಕ್ಕಕ ಪುಷ್ಪಾ ಚಾನೆಗಳ

ಮೂಲಕಸಂಭೆ್ಮಿಸಲಾಯಿತು. ಕುಮಾರಿಸಾಾ ತಿ ತ್ನ್ು ನ್ನಡಿಮಮುತಿತಿ ನ್

ಮೂಲಕಎಲಿರ ಗಮ್ನ್ ಸೆಳೆದಳು. ಇೇಂದಿನ್ಸುದಿು

ಸಮಾಚಾರಗಳನ್ನು ನಿಕೇತ್ನ್ಹಾಗೂರೂಪ ತುೇಂಬಾಸೊಗಸಾಗಿ

ವಯ ಕತಿ ಪಡಿಮಸಿದರು.ಕುಮಾರಿಪಲಿವಿದರಾಬೇಂದೆ್ರ ಅವರಬಗೆೆ ಸಂಕಿ್ಷಪತಿ

ಮಾಹಿತಿಯನ್ನು ನಿೋಡಿಮದರು. ಕುಮಾರಿನಿತ್ಯ ದರಾಬೇಂದೆ್ರ ಅವರು

ರಚಿಸಿದ ಕವನ್ಕ್ಕಕ ರಾಗಸಂಯೋಜನೆಮಾಡಿಮದರುಹಾಗೂಶ್ಕ್ಷಕಕರಾದ

ಶೆ್ೋಮ್ತಿಡಾ. ಲಲ್ಲತ್ ಕಪಾ ರಮ್ಠ ರವರು ದರಾಬೇಂದೆ್ರ ರವರ

ಜೋವನ್ದಅನ್ನಭ್ವವನ್ನು ತ್ಮ್ಮ ಕವನ್ದಮೂಲಕ ಪೆ್ ೋಕ್ಷಕಕರನ್ನು

ರಂಜಸಿದರು. ಶ್ಕ್ಷಕಕರಾದ ಶೆ್ೋಮ್ಧುಸೂದನ್ರವರುದರಾ

ಬೇಂದೆ್ರರವರಅನ್ನಭ್ವದಹಾಗೂಸಾಹಿತ್ಯ ರಚನೆಯಪರಿಚಯ

ಮಾಡಿಮಕೊಟ್ಟ ರು. ಮುಖ್ಯ ಅತಿಥಿಗಳಾಗಿಆಗಮಿಸಿದಅಬ್ದು ಲ್ಹೈ

ತೋರಣಗಲಿ್ಲ ರವರುಕಾಯಾಕೆಮ್ಕುರಿತಾಗಿಹಾಗೂಸಾಹಿತ್ಯ

ರಚನೆಯಶೈಲ್ಲಯಮಾಗಾದರ್ಾನ್ವನ್ನು ನಿೋಡಿಮದರು. ಹಾಗೂರಾಷ್ಟಟ ೆ

ಗಿೋತೆಯಮೂಲಕಈಕಾಯಾಕೆಮ್ವನ್ನು

ಮುಕಾತಿ ಯಗೊಳಿಸಲಾಯಿತುಎಲಿಾ ಕಾಯಾಕೆಮ್ವನ್ನು ತುೇಂಬಾ

ಅಚ್ಚು ಕಟ್ಟಟ ಗಿಸೊಗಸಾಗಿಅೇಂತ್ರ್ಜಾಲದಯೂಟ್ಯಯ ಬ್ಮೂಲಕ

ಜಗಕ್ಕಕ ಪರಿಚಯಿಸಿದ ಕ್ಷೋತಿಾ ಶೆ್ ೋಮ್ತಿಅನ್ನಷ್ಪರವರಿಗೆ ಸಲಿ್ಲತ್ತಿ ದ್ರ. 

ಕಾಯಾಕೆಮ್ವನ್ನು ಅಚ್ಚು ಕಟ್ಟಟ ಗಿ ನೆರವೇರಿಸಲ್ಲಎಲಿಾ ರಿೋತಿಯ

ಸೌಲಭ್ಯ ಸಲಕರಣೆಗಳನ್ನು ಒದಗಿಸಿದಕೃತ್ಜ್ಞತೆ ಶೆ್ೋಮ್ತಿ ಅರುಣ

ಮ್ಲಿ್ಲಕಾರ್ಜಾನ್ರವರಿಗೆ ಸಲಿ್ಲತ್ತಿ ದ್ರ.ಇಡಿಮೋಕಾಯ೯ಕೆಮ್ವು ಶೆ್ೋಮ್ತಿ

ಅೇಂಬಿಲ್ಲನಾಯರ್ಹಾಗೂಪೆ್ರೇಂಶುಪ್ರಲರಾದ ಶೆ್ೋಮ್ತಿಈರ್ಾ ರಿ ಕ್ಕ

ರ್ಮಾ೯ರವರನೇತೃತ್ಾ ದಲಿ್ಲ ಯರ್ಸಿಾ ಯಾಗಿಜರುಗಿತು



https://youtu.be/00neHbZ_6L8

Click on the below YouTube link to view the Special Assembly:

https://youtu.be/00neHbZ_6L8


Spark plug and  Conglom

Jindal Vidya Mandir 
Vidyanagar

.
Conglom

Conglom helps children to develop 

life skills. Setting tone is a thought 

provoking process which motivates 

the children to follow the learning.



Conglom and Reading 
Circle Time 







Spark Plugs - Sankranti

On the occasion of Sankranti, Karri Saanvi from 

UKG-C shared the significance of Sankranti and 

how to make paper kite in a spark plug session. 



On the occasion  of Sankranti, Sparkplug  was 

conducted by Keerala Ratan from LKG-A for his 

peers. He shared the significance  of Sankranti and 

explained how to make paper kite. 



Sparkplug on Making Wall hanging

conducted by 

J Liyana Adriel, 2 C



Conglom

Objective: Sharing the Talents

Tone: Every one is talented we should bring out our talents.



Objective: To inculcate positivity in children

Tone: If we see a person in a positive way that 

person also sees us in a positive way.



IAYP  Practice Session:  Cooking

Date :15.1.22 (Virtual mode)

Time: 11:00 am to 11:45 am

Objective: Students will be able to survive themselves in
any situation by cooking their own nutritious food.

On January 15,2022, students of IAYP program
experienced and learnt a major life skill, to cook nutritious
food . A meeting was scheduled prior to guide students the
procedure.

This learning helps them to be able to sustain in any of the
conditions. Adventurous journey is a part of IAYP
program which has exploration, expedition and has cooking
as an essential component.

It was a great pleasure to see our children cooking
nutritious food right from washing and chopping
vegetables to judging whether the ingredients are in the
correct proportion and cleaning the area. Safety norms
were strictly followed and the process was done under the
supervision of elders at home.

Given below are a few glimpses of the event.



Washing, 

chopping 

and 

Cooking

Cooking In Progress

Students were busy with their 

spoons and knives .... and 

parents were the assessors… 

Watch this short video to see 

the glimpses of the activity

https://youtu.be/la8uNSjflO

A

https://youtu.be/la8uNSjflOA


The Final Product: Nutritious 

Vegetable rice



Reflections of students.

By:- Mohammad Zeelan

Now, I have learnt

all the difficulties my

mother used to face

in the kitchen and

how easy it was for

me to comment on

her food.
I have learnt that cooking is not as

easy as it seems to be. I have

decided to learn new dishes as this is

one of the most important skills for

survival.



This was really a wonderful

experience for me as I was

able to learn a new skill which

I always used to see but never

tried. It was essential as it

will help me to survive in an

unfamiliar place. Moreover, it

was the first time I had ever

picked the vegetables for

chopping instead of eating.



“A picture can paint a 

thousand words." 

Lipsa Acharya has given her

reflection on her skill work

taken to artifact her school with

pot paintings:-

A couple of weeks ago when I started my pot

painting journey to enhance my skills, I have

never thought that it would become my passion.

When I painted my first pot, I felt very happy. I

used two colours, white and green for the first pot

I painted. Later on when I examined it more

closely, I envisioned different designs and bright

colours. I knew that this pot will be my

motivation to many other pots I will be painting

in my journey.

A big thanks to my school and IAYP for giving 

me an opportunity to learn a  new skill.



The Voice of Vijayanagar

JVMites Audiobook Project
“There is only one thing that could replace a book, the 

Audiobook.”

An Audiobook is a recording of a book or other work being read
out loud, often in abridged form. Abridged forms include
audiocassettes CD’s, MP3 etc.

The audiobook project began in June 2021. The students of all the
categories that are I-V, VI-VIII and IX- XII actively
participated each month. They made the recordings and
beautifully edited the audio- videos by using several apps. All
these were done under the mentorship of audiobook incharge
teachers of all three campuses.



JINDAL VIDYA MANDIR , VIDYANAGAR

AUDIOBOOK PROJECT TOPICS - (2021-22)               SPOC  :Mrs. Farhana

Sl No Month Category Topic

1 May Teachers Inspirational stories

2 June

LKG- V

Learn English through story - Sinbad (YouTube) with 

excellent voice modulations. 

VI - VIII

IX- XII

3 July

LKG- III Rhymes and short stories

IV - VI Jungle book stories

VII - IX

Stories from Mahabharata and Ramayana , bible, Quran , 

Guru Granth etc.

X -XII The adventures of Sherlock Holmes

4 August

LKG- V Stories of our freedom movement

VI - VIII Biographies of our freedom fighters

IX- XII

Achievements and the contributions of Sri O P Jindal to 

the nation.

5
Septemb

er

LKG- V Inspirational / moral stories

VI - VIII

Basics of different subjects and the easy ways for 

learning.                        Pioneers of different subjects / 

explanation about any topic /principles/ laws

IX- XII Importance of different subjects for human welfare

Following topics were covered in Audiobook for this 

academic year.

Every month different topics were given to the students of

different categories. Best audiobooks were shortlisted and

submitted to JET within the given time frame.

The involvement of students in making audiobook especially

during pandemic situation significantly helped students in

developing knowledge of books and exploring the given ideas. It

was a real time experience in compiling the subjects and

presentation skills.



6
October

LKG- V

Stories of my pet /memorable moments with my 

grandmother and grandfather 

VI - VIII

My favourite adventurous stories or Pioneers of different 

subjects / explanation about any topic /principles/ laws

IX- XII 21st Century skills and my learning strategies.

7 November

LKG- V Festivals of India /Why do I admire Nehru?

VI - VIII

Jawaharlal Nehru's contributions to nation. (Five years plan 

etc.) or Imitations (mimics ) of Jawaharlal Nehru's recorded 

speech 

Jawaharlal Nehru's Foreign policy /his contribution to UNO 

/Panchasheel etc. or Jawaharlal Nehru -The charismatic 

leader and an admirable diplomat.

IX- XII

Our Padmashree awardees and their untold story of 

achievements 

8 December

LKG- V My favourite dish and it's recipe 

VI - VIII
Unsung heroes of our freedom struggle 

IX- XII

Our Padmashree awardees and their untold story of 

achievements 



Expressive

Clicks





FIRE SAFETY TRAINING FOR STAFF

To ensure preparedness

for emergencies, FIRE

SAFETY TRAINING

was conducted for the

staff members. The

trainer was Mr. Joseph

Disouza, assisted by

Mr. Doddabasappa G.



The training included a theory session where the staff learnt
about types of fires, extinguishers used to put out different
fires, precautions to be taken in fire emergency and evacuation
procedure to be followed.

The theory session was followed by a demonstration by the fire-
safety personnel, where the staff was shown how to use
extinguisher and put out a fire.

The staff enthusiastically participated in the demonstration.



Paryavaran Sanrakshan                                         

Gatividhi (PSG) 

PSG is a nationwide organization in 

collaboration with Ministry of Environment 

Forest and Climate Change, Government of India 

is determined to take up the task of conservation 

and protection of the environment with the focus 

on the following 

• Water management 

• Elimination of plastic and non biodegradable 

material usage. 

• Discouraging cutting of trees and encouraging 

and ensuring plantations. 

• Emphasising on reuse and recycle of natural 

resources. 

• Creating awareness towards climate control 

initiatives. 



The main aim of PSG is to succeed in creating

awareness among students to comprehend in

depth complexity of the looming dangers of

uncontrolled climate devastation.

• To acquire knowledge, to put usage skills

competency and attitude to control the

environmental changes and their migration.

• To encourage proactive and enthusiastic

participation of the students to create green

and save planet.

To achieve the objectives of PSG, online

competitions were organised for the students.

Students successfully registered in it, participated

in the quiz competition and the cycle race

competition successfully and submitted their

certificates. They were guided to make Eco-

bricks, which would reuse non biodegradable

material.



Last ten days of last year witnessed the enthusiastic contribution of
JVMites for a noble cause. It was a joint effort by Christmas tree
campaign team, Seva bhav club and Community out reach initiative,
along with the school council body.

The students of KG to grade 12, and the teachers contributed
generously and unconditionally articles related to school. The
contributions included stationery items like school bags, pencils,
erasers, pens, writing boards, colours and notebooks.

The contributions have been distributed to the children of school
supporting staff and Chaithanya Rural Development Society
(orphanage), Toranagallu. It gave them more joy in celebrating
Sankranthi.

We are always grateful to donors. The smile of the children gave the
satisfaction to the extending worthy helping hands.

Sevabhav Club, Christmas tree campaign and 
Community out reach

TREASURE 

FOR ALL:

The joint 

effort

Stretching out the Helping Hand 







MuSo.d - Museum of Solutions
Mission – 1: Clothing Conundrum

Mission-1 Report

Objective :
To create an inclusive digital experience for children, to explore

their curiosity at their own pace, imagine the near and far future. MuSo

an inititavie by JSW, brings in learning to life with fun, hands on real

world challenges for kids.

Selection Round:
Teachers interacted with interested students about the

importance of clothes. Creative ideas that they expressed was also

considered as criteria for selection.

 30 Students were selected from Grade-V.

 MuSo.d What’s App group was created and collected students details by  

creating a format & MuSo Google Classroom

was also created.

 Orientation Session about MuSo.d Solutions

was conducted virtually through Zoom on 8th

Dec 2021 @ 9:15 am to brief about the first

mission i.e “Clothing Conundrum”.



Level-1

Explore the variety of unexpected ways fabrics are made.

 Level-1 was conducted virtually through Zoom on 10th Dec

2021 @ 9:15 am.

 Briefed about the procedure what to explore and how we can

get the unexpected ways to make fabrics was discussed in

Level-1 along with the videos.

 Children interacted well and came up with many queries and

ideas.

 Students queries were clarified by the facilitators.

 Questions were posted in the created what’s app group.

Students investigated different unexpected ways of making

fabrics and submitted their responses in the MuSo Google

Classroom.

 Evidences were uploaded in MuSo.d website and completed

Level-1 successfully.



Level-2
Design a new label for your chosen piece of clothing.

 Level-2 was conducted virtually through Zoom on 15th Dec 2021 @ 9:15  

am.

 Briefed about the procedure of designing the tags for their choosen piece  

of cloth.

 Few samples of clothes along with tags were shown  

and clear procedures & instructions were given  

about the designing of label.

 Children brought informative and creative tags on  

17th Dec 2021.

 Questions related to level-2 were posted in the MuSo  

what’s app group and asked the children to get the  

response.

 Evidences of level-2 were uploaded on 18th Dec 2021 in the MuSo.d  

website and completed Level-2 successfully.



Level-3

Re-imagine an old damaged piece of clothing into  

something new to wear!

 Level-3 was conducted offline on 18th Dec 2021 @ 9:30 am.

 Explained about the level-3 which was the Unique task of Re-imagine an  

old damaged piece of clothing into something new product.

 Demonstrating the upcycling of the new products and Muso videos were  

shown to the children.

 After watching the live demonstration, Children shared their ideas which  

included:

Fabric selection, Upcycling of new products like bags, pouch,  

flowers with clothes, purses, wall hangings, apron, cushion etc. were  

some of the product ideas shared by the children.

 Children submitted their work which they upcycled into wonderful  

products on 21st Dec 2021.

 Evidences of level-3 were uploaded on 22nd Dec 2021 in the MuSo.d  

website.

 Wonderfully with lots of new & creative ideas Clothing Conundrum

Mission was completed by sharing children's experiences.





MuSo Team:

1.Mrs. Sailaja

2.Mrs. Meenakshi Arora

3.Mrs. Poornima
Harnal







Innovation-
Learning made Visible

Topic: Fun with magnets, Grade 6 Students.

Objective: To develop skills in the students, 
observe and explore magnetic effects.

Children will be familiar with some magnetic
behaviour through some toys, magnetic sticks etc,
and Magnets are interesting to play.

As a part of this to make their learning visible
students explored with magnetic property and
collected with few old magnets and waste and
prepared toys out of it.

Thus they could learn about magnetic property of
repulsion and its application.

Click on the below YouTube link to view the video:

https://youtu.be/MOyLeuLuM3Y

Yash Mishra, Class 6B

https://youtu.be/MOyLeuLuM3Y


The Eyes in Space

The Universe is a very amazing place and still most of
it is undiscovered and not observed. The amazing
nebulas, mesmerizing galaxies, and beautiful planets
were shown to us by the great Hubble Space Telescope.
The more advanced James Webb Space Telescope
would be launched by NASA this winter. Students of
class 1 to 8 got an opportunity to learn about the
beautiful universe through the eyes of the Hubble
Space Telescope and its history and achievement in its
span of more than 30 years.

Prasidhi, Class 5C



A seminar was organized by the Navera Education Trust
and interested students enrolled themselves online. Small
groups of 30 to 40 students, classified age wise, were
addressed by the experts.

Participants had a wonderful experience, learning about the parts of
these amazing telescopes and how they work to give us such amazing
pictures. As the ideology of Benjamin Franklin – ‘Tell me and I
forget; Teach me and I remember; Involve me and I learn“,
students learnt the best by making models of Telescope.

Beena S

Tiana Judith, 

5A



My Experience
-Master Aarush Rathod, 5C

Model was prepared under the guidance of Navera Education
Institute. Mr Kunal guided the team of students for this activity. The
uses and usage of Telescope were also explained. The efforts taken,
accidents met and difficulties faced by scientists while making the
Hubble Telescope was really impressive and motivates us all to work
hard to attain our goal.

As a preparatory step, I was given through mail a sheet to be printed.
It had some drawings of the telescope parts. They were cut as per the
instructions given. These pre-cut telescope models were later assembled
with the help of Fevicol tape toothpick. While doing this, I could
visualize the parts of the Space Telescope.

Other students were of different schools and I was happy to compete
with them in a kahoot quiz. I was on the first position for several
questions and finally ended in sixth.

Learning is never ending.. we should learn more by involving ourselves
in such hands on activity…

I am glad to share about my experience,

learning about Hubble Space Telescope.

I am very interested to learn about space

and technology used in space. This made

me enroll and participate in this session.



Busy 

in 

work…



Validating our Dance
Holistic development of the students would be
supported by the performance in co curricular
and extracurricular activities. Government of
Karnataka evaluates and certifies students
based on their knowledge in various art forms
including classical dance. Theory and practical
exam was conducted by Karnataka secondary
Education Examination Board in the month of
August, last year

Six students of our school appeared for the
Bharatanatyam Junior grade examination, and
secured distinction and first class.

Congratulations 

dancers..



Achievements
On the occasion of Republic day the Sahitya jangama
award was given by Ranga jangama samasta. The 
Swarabhisheka book was released. The above event was 
reported in news paper too.





Upcoming Jubilation

• International Mother 

Language Day

• National Science Day

• Annual Examination


